Attachment A
Articles which exclusively promote Malta (sample article shown below) were
inserted into VistaJet’s Inflight Entertainment System which is accessed by
customers through VistaJet’s onboard IFE iPads. These articles were given
prominence and they attracted 4,205 views by VistaJet’s high net worth
customers while flying on VistaJet aircraft (see below monthly breakdown).

2016 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
IFE Views 366 254 380 341 341 408 475 514 332 352 205 237 4205

Attachment B - Featuring Malta in VistaJet’s rebranding.
The world map centred on Malta gives Malta maximum prominence when VistaJet promotes its global nature of its business
and the global reach of its fleet of Challenger and Global aircraft. Below are links to illustrate how this image is applied.
https://www.vistajet.com/vistajet-grow-presence-malta/

https://www.vistajet.com/malta-vistajet-global-group-headquarters/

The next two pages show a web page of the second link indicated above.

Attachment C - 10 promotional opportunities (Videos and Articles)
Videos – below are listed promotional videos linking VistaJet to Malta and promoting Malta on VistaJet’s worldwide media
coverage. VistaJet’s aircraft prominently display the 9H registration on it fleet which fly to 1000 different airports each year.
Copies of videos attached.
Date
Publication Type
Name Link
22-Mar-16 Inews
Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6HMntcqTvw
22-Mar-16 TVM

Video

http://www.tvm.com.mt/mt/news/l-akbar-kumpanija-fid-dinjabtitjiriet-charter-tiftah-il-kwartieri-godda-taghha-fmalta/

22-Mar-16 One News Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W29vt5_1n8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=bbiX24-Mar-16 One News Video
RiX998&app=desktop
27-Mar-16 One News Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GR8B2f7Oi3g
21-Feb-17 CNBC
Video https://www.vistajet.com/thomas-flohr-one-way-pricing/
vimeo
Video https://vimeo.com/69233044

Title
VistaJet jiġu Malta
L-Akbar kumpanija fid-dinja b'titjiriet charter tiftah il-kwartieri
godda taghha f'Malta
IL-KWARTIERI ĠENERALI TA’ VISTAJET F’PAJJIŻNA.
Effett ta' Gvern 'Pro Business'
VISTAJET F’PAJJIŻNA ĠIBDET ATTENZJONI INTERNAZZJONALI
Thomas Flohr on One Way Pricing
VISTAJET MALTA // EMMA EDWARDS

*
**

Note:
* The 27th March 2016 video on youtube entitled ‘VistaJet f’pajjizna gibdet attenzjoni internazzjonali’ clearly shows the
extent of coverage of the event was given by the international press especially in aviation industry media. Moreover Thomas
is also promoting how good it is to do business in Malta.
** The 21st Feb 2017 interview of Thomas Flohr on CNBC – Thomas is speaking about the US market, however note that the
prominent images of the aircraft shown during the interview are all 9H registrations (not N registrations). He also says that
VistaJet operates more than its 10 N registered aircraft in the US market and that at any point in time VistaJet operates to
the US the equivalent of 25 aircraft including its international fleet (that is the 9H registered fleet shown in the video).

The 9H registration is promoted far and wide as a matter of fact in many other contexts. Thomas Flohr’s interview on CNBC
in Hong Kong does that again as illustrated on – https://www.vistajet.com/us/thomas-flohr-interviewed-cnbc-hong-kong/

Articles – next are listed 17 online articles and press releases which feature Malta to various degrees. Exposure spans the
local and international press (Reuters), aviation industry (Aviation International News Online, CH-aviation, Marketwired)
and international popular press (Forbes Magazine) and Business press (the National – Business).

Date

Publication Name

Type

07-Mar-16 Marketwired

Press Release

22-Mar-16 Malta Independent Online

Online Article

23-Mar-16 Aviation International News Press Release

Title
Link
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/vistajetVistaJet Announces Double-Digit Growth in Flight Traffic and
announces-double-digit-growth-flight-traffic-record-numberRecord Number of Passengers in 2015
passengers-2015-2103220.htm
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-03-22/localVistaJet operations and its corporate headquarters move to
news/VistaJet-operations-and-its-corporate-headquarters-moveMalta
to-Malta-6736155302
http://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/businessVistaJet Moving Global Headquarters to Malta
aviation/2016-03-23/vistajet-moving-global-headquartersmalta
http://www.ch-aviation.com/portal/news/44993-vistajet-toVistaJet to shift HQ to Malta
shift-hq-to-malta
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/vistajet-passesVistaJet Passes 100th Aircraft Milestone
100th-aircraft-milestone-2121934.htm
http://www.ainonline.com/aviation-news/businessVistaJet Welcomes 100th Aircraft
aviation/2016-05-12/vistajet-welcomes-100th-aircraft
http://www.thenational.ae/business/aviation/why-private-jetsWhy private jets ‘have to get away from the Hollywood image’
have-to-get-away-from-the-hollywood-image

25-Mar-16 Ch-aviation

Press Release

05-May-16 Marketwired

Press Release

12-May-16 AIN Online

Press Release

17-May-16 The National - Business

Online Article

27-May-16 GlobeNewswire

https://globenewswire.com/newsVISTAJET RECEIVES FIRST EVER EBAA DIAMOND SAFETY OF
Press Release release/2016/05/27/843915/10163063/en/VISTAJET-RECEIVESFLIGHT AWARD
FIRST-EVER-EBAA-DIAMOND-SAFETY-OF-FLIGHT-AWARD.html

30-Jul-16 Forbes

http://www.forbes.com/sites/andrewcave/2016/07/30/fromOnline Article beyonce-to-zlatan-ibrahimovic-putting-malta-on-the-aviationmap/#6ae8ebfc737c

From Beyoncé To Zlatan Ibrahimovic: Putting Malta On The
Aviation Map

Date

Publication Name

Type

02-Aug-16 Malta Independent Online

Online Article

18-Aug-16 GlobeNewswire

Press Release

02-Oct-16 Malta Independent Online

Online Article

04-Oct-16 Ch-aviation

Press Release

12-Oct-16 Malta Independent Online

Online Article

26-Oct-16 Businessairportinternation.com
Online Article

Link
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-08-02/localnews/What-do-Beyonce-and-Ibrahimovic-have-in-commonabout-Malta-6736161868
https://globenewswire.com/newsrelease/2016/08/18/865134/10164627/en/DEMAND-FORBUSINESS-TRAVEL-REMAINS-STRONG-DESPITE-GLOBALECONOMIC-UNCERTAINTIES.html
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-10-02/localnews/VistaJet-invests-another-100-million-in-Malta-s-aviationindustry-6736164552
http://www.ch-aviation.com/portal/news/49753-maltasvistajet-acquires-three-aircraft
http://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-10-12/localnews/Government-wants-to-attract-companies-in-lucrativeaircraft-leasing-sector-to-Malta-6736165112
http://www.businessairportinternational.com/news.php?NewsI
D=82162
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-airline-private-vistajetidUSKBN14229Q

Title
What do Beyonce and Ibrahimovic have in common about
Malta?
DEMAND FOR BUSINESS TRAVEL REMAINS STRONG DESPITE
GLOBAL ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTIES
VistaJet invests another €100 million in Malta’s aviation
industry
Malta's VistaJet acquires three aircraft
Government wants to attract companies in lucrative aircraft
leasing sector to Malta
VistaJet fleet reaches 70 aircraft

13-Dec-16 Reuters

Online Article

13-Dec-16 Intelligent Aerospace

Online Article

http://www.intelligent-aerospace.com/pt/2016/12/13/vistajetVistaJet gets lift from Corporate belt-tightening
gets-lift-from-corporate-belt-tightening.html

13-Dec-16 Yahoo News

Online Article

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/vistajet-gets-lift-corporate-belttightening-174505131--finance.html

VistaJet gets lift from Corporate belt-tightening

VistaJet gets lift from Corporate belt-tightening

SOURCE: VistaJet

March 07, 2016 04:05 ET

VistaJet Announces Double-Digit
Growth in Flight Traffic and Record
Number of Passengers in 2015
Flight Traffic to Asia Increased by 62 per Cent, Making It One of VistaJet's Fastest
Growing Markets
HONG KONG, CHINA--(Marketwired - March 07, 2016)  Global flight traffic increased by 21 per cent and overall passenger numbers by 23
per cent year-on-year
 Number of flights to Asia increased by 62 per cent and number of passengers by 57
per cent year-on-year
 Number of flights to China up 25 per cent year-on-year
 Fastest growing destinations in Asia by flights were the Philippines and China
 Successful launch of in country services in China with Apex Air

VistaJet, the global leader in business aviation, today announced its flight and
passenger statistics for 2015. In the 2015 calendar year, both the number of
passengers flying with VistaJet and its overall flight traffic increased in all of its
core markets, making 2015 the company's strongest year to date. Worldwide
flight traffic increased more than 21 per cent year-on-year when compared to
2014 and the total number of passengers flying with VistaJet increased by more
than 23 per cent.
The company's strong performance reflects its superior customer offering, and
was driven by its continued focus on delivering a bespoke, high quality and
unique service to every flyer that boards a VistaJet aircraft. In 2015, the
company again invested in its fleet, and as of March 10, it will own 60 branded,
premium Global and Challenger aircraft.
The robust growth in both flight traffic and passenger numbers highlights that
VistaJet's subscription model remains a popular and compelling proposition for
Asia's corporations, entrepreneurs and ultra high net worth individuals who
value the time saving benefits of private flight without the asset risk.
The company built on its strong track record for entering new markets by
successfully launching in country services in China with an in country
registered aircraft. As well as notable growth in flights to China, the business
also recorded an increased performance across Malaysia, Thailand and South
Korea. VistaJet successfully diversified its customer base in 2015, achieving
notable growth in customer numbers from Singapore and China.

To help build a center of expertise and a strong foundation from which to
further increase its global market share, the company intends to further invest in
growing and developing its operations center in Malta, a key priority for 2016.
Chairman and Founder Thomas Flohr said:

"2015 was a record year for VistaJet. We maintained our position as the leading
global business aviation company, taking our passengers to the destinations that
no one else will, with as little as 24 hours' notice. We welcomed more
passengers onto our jets than ever before. VistaJet is still increasing its
geographic reach in the U.S. and China, and we are taking market share from
our main competitors in all of our core markets.
It was particularly pleasing to see Asia becoming one of our fastest growing
markets, and we were delighted to see strong growth in flight traffic in China.
We have clear execution plans to increase the number of destinations we fly to
still further and to accelerate our growth in 2016."
Key statistics:
Metric

Europe

Asia

USA

Middle East

Africa

Growth in number of flights into market

13%

62%

139%

58%

15%

Growth in number of passengers travelling into
market

17%

57%

106%

58%

19%

Fastest Growing Destinations:
 Fastest growing destinations in Asia by flights were the Philippines and China
 Fastest growing destinations in North America by flights were USA, Canada and
the Bahamas
 Fastest growing destinations in Europe by flights were UK, France and Spain
 Fastest growing destinations in Africa by flights were South Africa, Ghana and
Morocco
About VistaJet

Founded in 2004 by Thomas Flohr, VistaJet has established itself as the global
leader in premium long-range private jet travel by consistently providing
excellent service and unrivalled quality to its fast growing clientele, connecting
them to every corner of the world with point-to-point coverage. From its
headquarters in Malta, VistaJet operates a young fleet -- total fleet average age
is under two years -- of 59 Global* and Challenger* business aircraft and offers
the industry's largest service area, covering all major markets. The Company's
unique and successful business model provides all the benefits of owning a
personal jet without the responsibilities or asset risk of ownership. VistaJet
aircraft have to date visited over 180 countries, landed at 1,300 airports
worldwide, logged over 83,500 flights and carried over 199,700 passengers.
News and information are available at www.vistajet.com.
*
Trademarks of Bombardier Inc. or its subsidiaries.
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VistaJet operations and its corporate
headquarters move to Malta
Tuesday, 22 March 2016, 16:47Last update: about 10 months ago

During the inauguration of the new VistaJet headquarters in Malta, the
Minister for Tourism Edward Zammit Lewis described this strategic decision by
one of the global leaders in business aviation as a landmark event in the
development of our country’s aviation sector.
During his address the Minister remarked that over the past years, the local
aviation sector took significant leaps forward to establish itself as a significant
player in the economic development of these islands. Hesaid that it was
estimated that aviation today directly contributed to 2.5 percent to Malta’s
GDP and provided some 5,500 jobs, accounting for 3.4 per cent of the total
workforce. Moreover, he emphasized that the country has been steadily
building up a cluster of aviation services, including maintenance, aircraft
operators, cargo operations, training, as well as the provision of legal services
related to the aviation industry.
Minister Zammit Lewis noted that today Malta prides itself as being one of
Europe’s most attractive destinations for the aerospace industry, garnering the
interest of an increasing number of international business aviation operators including VistaJet. He explained that currently work is being carried out to set
up a National Aerospace Centre, with the scope of encouraging research in
avionics, air traffic management, remotely piloted aircraft and composites.

Furthermore, Malta has just been successfully listed as one of the states of the
Cape Town Convention List, which has been announced by OECD. This will
enable aircraft registered within the Maltese jurisdiction to receive financing
discounts of up to 10% from Export Credit Agencies, said the Minister.
With reference to VistaJet’s decision to establish its headquarters in
Malta, he said that this was a reflection of the rapid evolution of the local
aviation sector and also a direct result of accomplishments to establish this
industry as a regional centre of excellence. To this end, the Minister gladly
noted that Malta was becoming a more attractive option for operators wishing
to set up shop in the Mediterranean.
“I am confident that apart from a business-friendly environment; the presence
of an efficient regulator and the availability of a quality workforce, VistaJet has
also been impressed by the Government commitment to support the growth
of the aviation sector in Malta and to facilitate its everyday interaction with
the various Government departments and entities involved in this business,”
said the Minister.
The Minister for Tourism noted that VistaJet is one of the top business jet
companies worldwide and he explained that this move will not only translate
in further revenue being generated for Malta, but it will also lead to around 40
new job opportunities taking the overall number of company’s employees in
Malta to 250. The Minister was also very pleased that the company will seek
to strengthen its Operations and Control Centre, as well as its administrative
function.
In his concluding remarks he expressed gratitude to VistaJet for its decision to
establish its headquarters in Malta and augured that such decision will result in
greater prosperity for the company, for the Maltese aviation sector and for the
country as a whole.

VistaJet Moving Global Headquarters to Malta
by Chad Trautvetter - March 23, 2016, 11:39 AM

Malta Minister of Tourism and Aviation Edward Zammit Lewis (left) and VistaJet founder and chairman Thomas
Flohr tour the company's operations control center in Malta after Flohr announced that VistaJet is moving its global
headquarters there. (Photo: VistaJet)

VistaJet is moving its corporate headquarters to Malta as it prepares for the next
phase of growth, the aircraft charter company announced yesterday. This
follows the milestone delivery of the company's 50th Maltese-registered
aircraft.
VistaJet opened an operations center in Malta in June 2013, and this latest move
will bring together its operations, finance and European customer services
teams in that same location. A VistaJet spokeswoman told AIN that all staff will
be moved to Malta by year-end. It also plans to hold training and development
exercises for employees and clients at its new Malta International Airport-based
headquarters.
“Centralizing our European business functions and moving our global group
headquarters to Malta will enable the company to thrive and deliver even more
efficiency for our global customer base,” said VistaJet founder and chairman
Thomas Flohr.
Since the company relocated operations to Malta three years ago, its fleet has
nearly doubled from 32 to 60 Bombardier Challengers and Globals. In the past
two years, the company entered the U.S. and Chinese markets, and last year
expanded its global flight traffic by 21 percent, making 2015 a record year for
VistaJet.

VistaJet to shift HQ to Malta

VistaJet (Malta) Bombardier Challenger 350© Tis Meyer (PlanePics.org)

26MAR2016

European business aviation specialist VistaJet has announced plans to
move its corporate headquarters from Baar, Switzerland to Malta, as it
prepares for the next phase of its growth.
Having opened an operations centre on the island in 2013, the firm says
this move will see its operations, finance and European customer service
teams being brought together under one roof thus increasing efficiency
and interaction.
"Centralizing our European business functions and moving our Global
Group Headquarters to Malta will enable the Company to thrive and
deliver even more efficiency for our global customer base," founder and
chairman Thomas Flohr said to mark the event.
VistaJet has registered USD1.8 billion worth of business jet aircraft on
the Maltese registry under its VistaJet (Malta) (Malta) unit and is the
biggest aircraft operator in the country.

SOURCE: VistaJet

May 05, 2016 10:13 ET

VistaJet Passes 100th Aircraft
Milestone
Company Has Invested Billions in Fleet Since 2004
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM--(Marketwired - May 05, 2016)  Company has taken delivery of 100 aircraft since it was founded in 2004
 VistaJet's regular service area now covers 90% of the globe with one way
pricing
 Company has sold almost 40 used aircraft in its history, ensuring its fleet of
over 60 aircraft is one of the largest and youngest in the industry
 9 out of 10 VistaJet customers renew their Flight Solutions Program
contract
 Since launch, VistaJet aircraft have flown to almost 1500 destinations, over
190 countries, travelling 140,555,285km

VistaJet, the global leader in business aviation, today reached an important
milestone in its history when it welcomed its 100th ever aircraft to its fleet.
The company has invested billions in jets in the past decade, growing its
fleet from just 5 jets in 2006 to over 60 today, with a market value of more
than $1.8bn.
The company has come a long way in the past decade. In 2006, VistaJet
travelled to 233 destinations, carrying less than 5,000 passengers. VistaJet
has now landed at 1,489 airports worldwide, meeting the needs of over
37,000 passengers in 2015 alone, and has flown over 210,000 passengers
in its history. It has also invested in its technology and operations. The
company's first office was in Salzburg, Austria, and employed just 10
people. It now has a global office network across 4 continents, and
employs over 750 people. Despite operating in a competitive market, in
just ten years VistaJet has grown to become the global leader in business
aviation.
On top of that, to help make the business as efficient as possible, VistaJet
has also invested in its operations in Malta, and has moved its corporate
headquarters to the country. Along with employing over 250 people on the
island, VistaJet also has 52 aircraft on the Maltese registry.

The business aviation market more generally has also changed
dramatically over the past 10 years. Where Europe was VistaJet's most
popular destination in 2006, it has now been overtaken by the United
States and Asia. Since introducing a B-registered aircraft to fly
domestically in China last year, VistaJet has seen a 30% growth in Asia
flight traffic. In 2015, VistaJet saw a 139% growth in US flight traffic. The
demand for private aircraft has not only grown in volume, it has also
grown geographically. In 2006, VistaJet typically served 30% of the globe.
It now regularly serves over 90% of countries worldwide, with a VistaJet
aircraft taking off every 36 minutes.
VistaJet's sustained period of growth demonstrates the compelling nature
of its offer, and the continued popularity of its unique subscription model.
Nine out of ten VistaJet customers currently renew or add extra flying
hours to their contracts upon completion. With its asset light model,
VistaJet pioneered the concept of the shared economy, now a fundamental
way in which the world does business. Any corporation or individual
flying 500 hours or less a year could benefit from choosing VistaJet. For
clients flying more than 500 hours a year, VistaJet offers multiple
simultaneous aircraft usage anywhere in the world, an important option for
heavy users of business jets.
This increased reach and expertise comes at a time when individuals and
businesses are moving away from private ownership due to the need for
complete flexibility, and the risk of relying on a limited number of aircraft.
The number of jets for sale has risen by as much as 217% year-on-year for
some models.1 2
To keep its fleet as modern and up-to-date as possible, VistaJet regularly
replaces older aircraft with the latest models. It has replaced almost 40
aircraft in its history, ensuring customers have the very best experience
when they fly with the company. This track record of consistently
investing in its offer means that VistaJet has one of the largest and
youngest wholly owned fleets in the market. It has over 60 operational
aircraft, all of which are on average just two years old. The size of the fleet
also means that VistaJet's regular service area now covers 90% of the
globe.
To celebrate the milestone, VistaJet has produced a list of '100 things you
never knew' about the company, which will be published on its website and
social media channels. This includes the fact that VistaJet aircraft fly the
equivalent of 3 return trips to the moon every single month, and flew
around the world 679 times in 2015.
Chairman and Founder Thomas Flohr said:

"This is a huge milestone for VistaJet. We are very proud to be welcoming the
100 th aircraft to our fleet today.
Thanks to the investment we have made since 2004, we have over 60 of the latest,
most efficient aircraft in the market, and a regular service area of more than 90%
of the globe.
In the current market where private ownership is becoming less and less of a
viable option, it makes sense for customers to leave the asset risk and up-front
capital costs to VistaJet. Our clients simply pay for the time they spend in the air.
No other operator can offer the same, guaranteed global reach at fixed rates, and
as little as 24 hours' notice.
But we are not resting on our laurels. We have clear execution plans to increase
our customer base and the number of destinations we serve still further, and we
will continue to add to our fleet in the months and years ahead."
1
Business Jet Traveler, Preowned: Fractional Fallout, 15 March 2016
2
AIN online, Analyst raises Alarm over Rising Used G650 Inventory, 24 March

2016
About VistaJet

Founded in 2004 by Thomas Flohr, VistaJet has established itself as the
global leader in premium long-range private jet travel by consistently
providing excellent service and unrivalled quality to its fast growing
clientele, connecting them to every corner of the world with point-to-point
coverage. VistaJet operates a young fleet -- total fleet average age is under
two years -- of over 60 Global* and Challenger* business aircraft and
offers the industry's largest service area, covering all major markets. The
Company's unique and successful business model provides all the benefits
of owning a personal jet without the responsibilities or asset risk of
personal ownership. News and information are available
at www.vistajet.com.

100 things you never knew about VistaJet
1

To date, VistaJet has flown to over 1480 airports worldwide

2

VistaJet's current balance sheet of aircraft in operation currently sits at over $1.8bn

3

VistaJet flew around the world 679 times in 2015

4

That's over 13 times around the world each week

5

The highest airport VistaJet has landed at is Inca Manco Capac International airport in Peru, at
3,826m

6

In total, VistaJet aircraft fly the equivalent of 3 return trips to the moon every single month

7

Since introducing its domestic aircraft to China, VistaJet has seen a 30% rise in Asia flight traffic

8

VistaJet has flown to over 180 countries worldwide

9

That's 90% of the globe

10

VistaJet employs over 750 aviation professionals around the world

11

Since 2012, the VistaJet fleet has more than doubled in size, to over 60 aircraft

12

In 2012, VistaJet completed two Global Roadshows, visiting 27 cities in 24 days on a Global 6000
aircraft

13

VistaJet flight traffic in the Middle East grew 64% in flights and 75% in passengers in 2015, with
Dubai and Riyadh as some of the top passenger destinations

14

VistaJet received the EBAA Platinum Award for 100,000 hours, or 50 years, of safe flying in
2014. There is no higher award, and VistaJet has now doubled that number

15

In 2015, VistaJet flew almost 1000 children under the age of 10

16

All VistaJet cabin crew receive WSET Level 2 training in wines and spirits

17

VistaJet cabin crew are exclusively trained by the world-renowned British Butler Institute in
London

18

In 2015, a VistaJet Challenger 350 set a world speed record in its class, flying 4,463km in 5 hours
5 minutes from Napa to the Cayman Islands

19

VistaJet has flown to over 200 airports in the US

20

VistaJet's farthest flight to date has been from Hong Kong to Palm Springs, at 11,819kms

21

VistaJet's longest flight to date was from Singapore to Nice, at 13 hours 43 minutes

22

VistaJet chose to move to an all mid to long range fleet in 2014, with the last Learjet 60 leaving
the fleet in February 2015

23

VistaJet is made up of over 40 teams worldwide, with its centralised 24/7 Operations and
Customer Services departments at the core of the operation in Malta

24

It takes the combined teamwork of up to twenty teams to put a single VistaJet flight into the air

25

Our aircraft fragrance was designed by luxury perfumier Le Labo and was selected to compliment
the VistaJet cabin interior

26

VistaJet's top 20 cities visited in 2015 included Nice, London, Geneva, New York, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Riyadh, Moscow, Los Angeles and Lagos

27

VistaJet is proud to have its headquarters in Malta, with a growing team of over 250 aviation
professionals located on the island

28

Over 50 VistaJet aircraft are registered to Malta, making VistaJet the largest operator on the island

29

The furthest north a VistaJet aircraft has flown to is Svalbard Airport in Norway

30

The furthest south a VistaJet aircraft has flown to is Ushuaia-Malvinas Argentinas airport in
Argentina

31

VistaJet has its own branded caviar on board

32

VistaJet cabin crew go through a 5 step procedure to ensure that hot towels are perfect when each
passenger boards

33

VistaJet has a specially curated library of dozens of books selected by London-based bookstore,
Heywood Hill, on its Global aircraft

34

VistaJet announced double digit flight traffic growth in 2015

35

VistaJet's fastest growing market is the US, with 139% flight traffic growth in 2015

36

VistaJet Program customers can book and manage flights from their smartphone using the
VistaJet App

37

The VistaJet Ultimate Sky Sleep includes a special Skysleeper mattress, feather duvets, Egyptian
cotton linens and cashmere blankets

38

Customers receive special pajamas, cashmere eyemasks and relaxing herbal teas as part of their
sleep preparation

39

VistaJet's amenity kits are filled with raw organic products from California's The Body Deli to
nourish and rejuvenate inflight

40

Customers can compare the cost of aircraft ownership vs VistaJet Program membership via the
VistaJet Cost Calculator

41

VistaJet saw a 54% increase in passengers in Asia in 2015

42

VistaJet Founder and Chairman Thomas Flohr flies over 700 hours a year on VistaJet aircraft

43

VistaJet operates a Fleet Renewal Program to guarantee that all aircraft are under warranty

44

VistaJet employs over 260 exceptional pilots to fly over 60 aircraft

45

VistaJet Founder & Chairman Thomas Flohr won the Aviation Entrepreneur of the Year award at
this year's Living Legends of Aviation ceremony

46

In 2008, VistaJet acquired Bombardier SkyJet International, broadening its reach and developing
an early presence in the Asian and the Middle Eastern markets

47

In 2015, VistaJet made history by taking delivery of 10 new aircraft in 31 days

48

In 2015, VistaJet flew to 878 different airports across 6 continents

49

VistaJet can fly to almost anywhere in the world, with only 1 stop required

50

In 2013, VistaJet celebrated Easter by offering customers limited edition fine egg pendants with
master jeweller Fabergé

51

VistaJet developed a special juice with London-based cold press Juice Tonic for its customers
flying out of London

52

VistaJet has partnered with leading Japanese restaurant Nobu to create an exclusive in-flight menu
for its customers in cities round the world

53

Formally Air Executive, the name VistaJet was chosen as symbolic of changing the skies of
business aviation

54

VistaJet grew its revenue by almost 20% in 2009, despite being in the middle of a world economic
crisis

55

VistaJet's service area means that customers can access one-way pricing in the US, India, Africa,
Asia Pacific, the Middle East and Europe

56

VistaJet customers can access WiFi on board the majority of VistaJet aircraft

57

Generally, VistaJet crew are used to knowing where they will be flying next, only 24 hours in
advance

58

All VistaJet crew wear custom-designed Moncler spring and winter jackets

59

VistaJet aims to be fully established in the Indian business aviation market by the end of 2017

60

Every VistaJet flight has a dedicated cabin host trained in exceptional service styles

61

In 2014 VistaJet commissioned renowned artist Jean-Philippe Delhomme to illustrate its story, to
celebrate its 10th Anniversary.

62

VistaJet partnered with esteemed luxury publisher Assouline to create 'The Art of Flying' in 2015

63

VistaJet aircraft do not have a home base

64

The aircraft's signature silver with a red stripe came about by accident - the manufacturer called
Thomas whilst he was in a meeting and asked what colour he would like his second aircraft to be.
He just said 'oh just have it the same as the other one', and the VistaJet signature aircraft was born.

65

VistaJet also owns a metallic silver and red striped Agusta 109 helicopter, based in the Swiss Alps
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As long as the runway is long enough and the destination is deemed safe, VistaJet aircraft can fly
anywhere in the world
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A VistaJet aircraft takes off every 36 minutes
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VistaJet's fastest growing destinations in Africa are South Africa, Ghana and Morocco
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Founder and Chairman Thomas Flohr's first aircraft was a Learjet 60
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VistaJet pilots are trained well above and beyond industry standards, with recurrent training every
6 months
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VistaJet's Instagram and Twitter handles are @vistajet
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VistaJet served over 26,000 beautifully crafted lattes and espressos in 2015 in the finest Christofle
china
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VistaJet serves its own branded M&Ms on-board every flight
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VistaJet aircraft have an average age of under 2 years old
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VistaJet flies hundreds of customer's beloved pets, from dogs to cats to iguanas

76

The VistaJet Customer Service team has a 100 page training manual to offer the best service to
customers worldwide

77

VistaJet aircraft are maintained by over 40 approved suppliers worldwide, ensuring the highest
safety standards

78

VistaJet developed its own industry-leading operations platform, GlobalView, to cater for the
complex needs of its global fleet

79

VistaJet was the first business aviation provider to use Facebook At Work, Facebook's gamechanging new internal communications platform
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The signature red roses on VistaJet aircraft are actually white roses, dyed to ensure perfect
colouring

81

The VistaJet team is represented by over 50 nationalities

82

In August 2015, VistaJet logged 72 flights in a single day to destinations worldwide
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To date, VistaJet has flown over 210,000 passengers on its signature silver and red striped aircraft
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It is not uncommon for VistaJet crew to circle the world in 72 hours

85

VistaJet partners with global healthcare provider MedAire to ensure that passengers and crew have
24/7 access to worldclass medical care

86

VistaJet aircraft usually fly between 40,000 – 49,000ft, ensuring passengers a smoother, quieter
flight

87

VistaJet cabins are pressurised to the equivalent of flying at 4,500ft compared to 7,500ft on
commercial jets, helping passengers feel more refreshed after flying.

88

All VistaJet aircraft are configured so that passengers can enjoy the flight in complete privacy if
they wish, with separate quarters for the cabin crew

89

The average age of VistaJet employees is 36 years old

90

All VistaJet aircraft are maintained to the highest standards as set by the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA)

91

VistaJet has introduced electronic tech logs for all pilots in a concerted effort to go paperless in the
cockpit

92

In February 2016, a VistaJet aircraft enabled one customer to attend meetings in 4 different cities
in 24 hours

93

Over half of VistaJet employees speak two or more languages

94

VistaJet to date has phased out 39 of its used aircraft to keep its fleet young and under warranty

95

As of 2015, nine out of ten VistaJet customers currently renew their contracts on completion.

96

VistaJet offers a specially curated list of fine wines and champagne handpicked by the chairman,
including vintage Dom Perignon champagne

97

Each delicious meal is served on Christofle china and glassware

98

In 2015, VistaJet upgraded its entire fleet of Challenger 605 aircraft to keep to its promise of
offering young aircraft

99

VistaJet partnered with UK artist Ian Davenport and Fabergé to paint a custom Fabergé egg on the
tail of its Global 6000 aircraft

100

In 2015, VistaJet invested in over $700m of brand new aircraft
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VistaJet Welcomes 100th Aircraft
by Samantha Cartaino
- May 12, 2016, 11:05 AM

Private charter provider VistaJet has expanded its fleet 12-fold over the past 10
years, having last month received its 100th aircraft to take the current total to
some 60 Bombardier Globals and Challengers. The Europe-based company
keeps its fleet young, with an average age of just under two years, and so has
sold almost 40 aircraft to date. It started operations in 2004 with a Learjet 60
and in 2006 still had just five aircraft. Much of the growth has happened over
the last couple of years, with 10 new aircraft joining the fleet in just 31 days last
year.
Over the past 10 years, VistaJet as has flown 210,000 passengers to 1,500
destinations worldwide. Last year it carried 37,000 passengers.
Originally based in Austria, the operator is now headquartered in Malta, where
52 of its aircraft are registered. In 2008, it acquired Bombardier’s Skyjet
International charter division. Its 750 employees are now spread across offices
on four continents.
Since last year some of the VistaJet fleet is registered in China—a move that the
company says has driven up Asian traffic by 30 percent. Last year also
saw U.S. flight activity climb by 139 percent, following the company's entry
into the North American market in 2014. VistaJet’s regular service area now
covers 90 percent of the globe.

“In the current market where private [aircraft] ownership is becoming less and
less of a viable option, it makes sense for customers to leave the asset risk and
up-front capital costs to VistaJet,” commented chairman and founder Thomas
Flohr. “Our clients simply pay for the time they spend in the air. No other
operator can offer the same guaranteed global reach at fixed rates, and as little
as 24 hours notice.”
To mark the 100-aircraft milestone the operator produced an infograpic to
highlight 100 Things You Never Knew About VistaJet. Here are 10 of the
highlights from that list:
1. VistaJet flew around the world 679 times last year, averaging out to more
than 13 times a week. One of its aircraft takes off every 36 minutes, and the
fleet flies the equivalent of three return trips to the moon every month.
2. The furthest south a VistaJet aircraft has flown is Ushuaia-Malvinas
Argentinas Airport in Argentina. The furthest north is Svalbard in Norway.
The highest airport VistaJet has operated out of was Inca Manco Capac in
Peru at 12,552 feet (3,862 meters). The farthest flight to date was 6,386 nmi
(11,819 km), the longest was Singapore to Nice in 13 hours 43 minutes, and
the fastest was a 2,412-nm hop (4,436 km) from Napa to the Cayman
Islands in 5 hours 5 minutes.
3. VistaJet’s amenity kits are filled with raw organic products from
California’s The Body Deli.
4. VistaJet partners with MedAire to ensure that passengers and crew have
access to medical care.
5. All VistaJet cabin crew are exclusively trained by the world-renowned
British Butler Institute in London. All crew receive WSET Level 2 training
in wines and spirits. They all wear custom-designed Moncler spring and
winter jackets. The team includes 50 different nationalities, the average age
is 36 and half of them speak two or more languages. Wines are hand-picked
by chairman Thomas Flohr, including vintage Dom Perignon champagne.
6. VistaJet’s aircraft fragrance was designed by luxury perfumier Le Labo to
compliment the cabin interior.
7. VistaJet has its own branded caviar on board. It also has partnered with
Japanese restaurant Nobu to create an exclusive inflight menu. It serves
coffee in Christofle china.

8. Cabin crew go through a five-step procedure to ensure that hot towels are
perfect when each passenger boards. The VistaJet Ultimate Sky Sleep
includes a special Skysleeper mattress, feather duvets, Egyptian cotton
linens and cashmere blankets. The red roses on its aircraft are actually white
but are dyed to ensure “perfect coloring.”
9. VistaJet has a specially curated library of dozens of books selected by
London-based bookstore Heywood Hill on its Globals.
10.In 2013, VistaJet celebrated Easter by offering customers limited edition
fine egg pendants from master jeweler Fabergé. The company later
partnered with UK artist Ian Davenport and Fabergé to paint a custom
Fabergé egg on the tail of one of its Global 6000s.

Why private jets ‘have to get away from
the Hollywood image’
Frank Kane
May 17, 2016 Updated: May 18, 2016 12:59 PM
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Region’s luxury jet-set find London most appealing
Fancy a bargain business jet? Gulfstream G650 is a snip at just $58.8m
Business jet sales in biggest decline in five years after oil price fall
Two-year wait for $65m Gulfstream personal jet as demand flies
Abu Dhabi’s Al Bateen airport expects more flights due to cheaper oil

You could say that Thomas Flohr, founder, chairman and owner of the
executive jets business VistaJet, has an affinity with his product.
“I fly as much as 700 hours a year, so I know what our clients want. They
want luxury and comfort, of course, because they have certain lifestyle

expectations. But they also want efficiency, because their time is a
premium. That’s what we aim to give them," he says, just about to board
one of his jets in Kuwait for a short hop to Dubai.
The private jet business is shrouded in contrasting mythology. On the
one hand, it is regarded as the ultimate symbol of success and luxury.
Owning your own Gulfstream or Challenger, for example, is seen as the
ultimate sign that you’ve made it, in business and the celebrity world.
On the other, it is also seen by critics as the ultimate symbol of waste
and corporate indulgence. When billionaire investor Warren Buffett
bought his first private jet, he named it The Indefensible, yet soon came
to depend on the aircraft to the extent that he said he wanted to be
buried in it. He ended up buying NetJets, the market leader in the sector.
Mr Flohr is adamant that the private jet is, first and foremost, a business
vehicle for the time-challenged executive and that VistaJet’s business
model overcomes many of the ethical objections to private jet ownership.
“We have to get away from the Hollywood image of private jets. As I see
it, it’s a core business tool," he says.
“Our customers are 80 per cent corporations and the rest private
individuals, high net worth individuals. They need use of a private plane
to get to site meetings around the world in a time-efficient way," he says.
But with a single plane costing US$50 million to buy outright, how can
executives justify that kind of outlay to their boards and their
shareholders, especially in the new, tough environment of tight finance
and challenging economic conditions?
The industry has come up with different solutions to this problem. There
is straightforward chartering, in which the would-be private jetter hires a
plane for a specific trip. NetJets and others offer the “fractional
ownership" model in which a customer buys a share in a plane and
becomes a physical owner of the asset. VistaJet’s business mixes
elements of those two models. Customers buy a certain number of hours
per year in an aircraft, and are more-or-less guaranteed a plane will be
available whenever they need it.
“It’s a bit like Uber. You know there will be a luxury plane coming when
you want it. It will always be the same kind of plane, fitted out to a high
standard, but maybe with a different tail number," says Mr Flohr.

“Customers just buy the hours they need. It’s an asset-light business
model that doesn’t have to go through the process of board approval, if
that’s an issue," he says.
VistaJet flies two kinds of aircraft, both made by the Canadian
aerospace and transport manufacturer Bombardier: the Challenger
series, suitable for transcontinental travel on journeys of up to six hours;
and the Global Express plane, which can fly intercontinental for journeys
of up to 13 hours at a time.
The executive jet market is dominated by the US, which accounts for
about 50 per cent of global traffic. Overall it is a fragmented market, with
about 7,000 aircraft flying 1.7 million hours per year and growing by
roughly 5 per cent per year.
VistaJet, as the second-biggest operator in the global business, has a
market share that Mr Flohr estimates at 2.5 per cent. “We want to get to
5 or 10 per cent," he says.
Asia is the second biggest global market but the Middle East is coming
up fast behind, with about 15 per cent of VistaJet’s business, and
growing, Mr Flohr says. Last year, business in the Gulf and Egypt soared
by 58 per cent.
“We have a very loyal customer base here. The brand recognition is very
strong among clients who have certain lifestyle requirements. They have
top-quality homes, holidays, cars and offices, and they want use of a
plane to go along with that." On average, customers will want between
250 and 300 hours in the air per year, at a cost of just under $5 million
for a top-of-the-range intercontinental jet. That’s not cheap, but much
less than the cost of buying an aircraft outright.
For that outlay, the passenger is guaranteed a certain specification on
board. The finest leather seats, silk carpets, food from the swanky
Japanese restaurant chain Nobu and all that goes with it. Mr Flohr also
points out the quality of the mattresses on the in-flight beds, and the
lower air pressure compared with a normal airline plane.
“We want to ensure the passenger arrives at his destination comfortable
and refreshed, and ready to do business," he says.
VistaJet’s business model allows for one-way pricing. The passenger
pays only for the time spent in the air, rather than delivery times. “He
wants to fly from Jeddah to Boston and has five days of meetings there.
So he pays for that trip only. The plane will not just be sitting in Boston

waiting for him, but will be used elsewhere. The passenger knows he will
get an almost identical aircraft on the return flight," Mr Flohr says.
He set up the business in his native Switzerland in 2004, with just one
aircraft. His background was in asset finance, which, he says, persuaded
him of the efficiency of the “asset-light" model.
“The biggest risk I took was when I expanded the fleet to five aircraft, but
I saw the opportunity to build a global brand in a very fragmented
market. If you think about it, private jets is the ultimate global business,"
Mr Flohr explains.
He recently announced the order of his 100th aircraft, bringing the size
of the fleet to 64 aircraft, allowing for retirement of older jets or upgrading
to take account of technological advances in aircraft design.
Operations were based in Austria and the corporate HQ in Switzerland,
but recently VistaJet consolidated both centres into a new home in
Malta. “Now everything is under one roof in a European Union country
with a business-friendly government where the aviation authorities are
very efficient," he says.
In the UAE, VistaJet uses Dubai International and the new Al Maktoum
airports, as well as Al Bateen in Abu Dhabi.
Mr Flohr is anticipating a busy summer, with the Olympic Games in Rio
expected to spark a surge in well-heeled travellers heading to South
America. The annual World Economic Forum in Davos brings another
spike in business.
“Our customers like to have a home away from home when they travel to
these events. That’s what we want to give them," he says.
fkane@thenational.ae
Follow The National’s Business section on Twitter

VISTAJET RECEIVES FIRST EVER EBAA
DIAMOND SAFETY OF FLIGHT AWARD
Share
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The first operator ever to receive the prestigious award



Award is for surpassing 100,000 hours, or 50 years, of flying without an
accident
Highlights company's commitment to safety and security

LONDON, May 27, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- VistaJet, the global
leader in business aviation, is pleased to announce it has been
honoured at the European Business Aviation Association's (EBAA)
Safety of Flight Awards, where it was awarded EBAA's Diamond Safety
of Flight Award. VistaJet is the first operator ever to receive the
accolade, which is given to companies that surpass 50 years, or 100,000
hours, of flying without an accident.
The company was recognised during a ceremony at the 2016 European
Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (EBACE2016) in Geneva,
Switzerland.
The achievement highlights the business' continued commitment to
safety, and to putting the security and wellbeing of its customers and
staff above all else. Ever since it was launched in 2004, VistaJet has
placed the utmost scrutiny on operational and flight safety, in which it
has continued to invest since moving its headquarters to Malta, where it
provides world-class training for all of its 400+ crew members and
operational staff.
Since it was founded, VistaJet has actually achieved over 200,000 hours
of safe operations, having flown over 210,000 passengers on more than
80,000 flights to destinations worldwide.
VistaJet CCO Ian Moore receives the EBAA Diamond Safety of Flight
Award from EBAA President, Brian Humphries

VistaJet Chief Operating Officer Nick van der Meer said:
"Ensuring the safety of our customers is at heart of everything we do at
VistaJet. We have an industry leading training programme for all our
staff, and regularly review our processes to make sure we are
implementing best practice.
We encourage a constant dialogue between our pilots, cabin crews,
operations staff, and senior leadership team, and work hard to create a
culture in which people feel comfortable raising any concerns. We also
place a heavy emphasis on safety through our recruitment process, and
provide flight data monitoring on all of our flights, even though this is not
required by law.
Nothing is more important to us than the wellbeing of our customers and
staff, so we are incredibly proud to be receiving the EBAA Diamond
Safety of Flight Award today."
EBAA President Brian Humphries said:
"Safety is the number one priority in our industry. That's why, for several
years now, we've been recognizing companies that have made safety a
continuing mission, as demonstrated by outstanding, accident-free
records" said EBAA President Brian Humphries. "We extend our sincere
congratulations to VistaJet for exceeding 50 years or 100,000 hours of
flying without an accident, as recognized by the presentation to them, for
the first time, of the EBAA Diamond Safety of Flight Award."
About VistaJet
Founded in 2004 by Thomas Flohr, VistaJet has established itself as the
global leader in premium long-range private jet travel by consistently
providing excellent service and unrivalled quality to its fast growing
clientele, connecting them to every corner of the world with point-to-point
coverage. VistaJet operates a young fleet - total fleet average age is
under two years - of over 60 Global* and Challenger* business aircraft
and offers the industry's largest service area, covering all major markets.
The Company's unique and successful business model provides all the
benefits of owning a personal jet without the responsibilities or asset risk
of personal ownership. News and information are available
at www.vistajet.com.
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From Beyoncé To Zlatan Ibrahimovic:
Putting Malta On The Aviation Map






Andrew Cave ,
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I interview chief executives about business, life & leadership.
Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own.

Malta: Can it do for aviation what it has done for shipping? (Photo: Shutterstock.)

The tiny Mediterranean archipelago of Malta may not instantly register
in the mind as an international aviation hub. But singers Beyoncé and
Mariah Carey, actor Hugh Jackman and wrestler The Rock beg to differ.
They are all users of aircraft registered in Malta by VistaJet, the
Swiss company that claims to be Europe's biggest independent private
jets operator.
Even Zlatan Ibrahimovic, the Swedish footballer who has styled himself as
the "God of Manchester" after signing for Manchester United, was
whisked for his medical with the Red Devils in one of Vista's Maltaregistered Bombardier aircraft.
VistaJet is far from alone in Maltese aviation. Some 28 companies and
220 aircraft are now on Malta's aviation registry, set up six years ago
following the success of the country's maritime strategy.
Lufthansa operates one of its most efficient aircraft engineering centres
in Malta; Britain's royal family has hired Malta-based jets and VVB
Aviation, an airline part-owned by a company of Iron Maiden lead singer
Bruce Dickinson, is based there.

VistaJet, which registered its first jet in Malta in 2013, now has 55
planes worth a total of £1.8 billion registered in the nation.
It has also recently moved its head office to Malta, adding 50 staff to the
225 it already had in the country. Four years ago, it had only 80 workers
there.
Recommended by Forbes
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VistaJet's move instantly made it Malta's biggest aviator and is seen as a
major vote of confidence in this nation with a population of 444,000.
Thomas Flohr, VistaJet's founder and chief executive, says: "As a fastgrowing company, we're looking at decisiveness and speed of execution
and that mirrors our relationship with the Malta government.
"It's just very business-oriented and efficient here. We had one new
plane arrive in Malta from Bombardier in Montreal on 10 am on a bank
holiday.
"By noon, it was on the registry. These are £55 million assets and every
hour and day on the ground is waste.
"On another occasion we had four new airplanes arrives in three days. In
other countries, they might register one a week. The Maltese government
did it very quickly."
Malta's aviation industry has been planned centrally, based on a
legal framework put in place in 2010.

Edward Zammit Lewis, Malta's minister for tourism, and aviation says:
"There has been civil aviation in Malta since 1915 but the business
aviation strategy is only six years old.
"It was only very recently that we recently received certification for
our aviation industry from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development, which will enable the development of the aircraft
leasing and finance sectors here."
Zammit Lewis is determined to learn lessons from Malta's maritime
industry, which gathered steam in the late 1980s and is now Europe's
biggest ship registration center.
"Malta is very strong now in ship registrations," he says, "but it has still
to develop into a maritime cluster.
"We don't want to repeat the same fate with aviation so we're working
very hard to establish a cluster.
"We're looking to attract more aircraft services which will inevitably
create more jobs. Our objective is for aviation to become justas
important to Malta as the maritime industry."
The strategy has been about services and efficiency, rather than simply
offering tax breaks, adds Charles Pace, director of Transport Malta, the
nation's transport authority.
"Aviation and shipping are totally different," he says. "There are
tax incentives but what we've found from most of our clients is that it's
not the tax breaks they're after but the efficiency.
"We're a small place and that sometimes counts. You can get things done
easier sometimes when you're small and we're growing too.
"We've doubled our inspectorate to 42 over the last two years. For
Malta, employing 5,000 people in aviation is an important thing. It's big
for us."
Max Ganado, senior partner of Ganado Advocates, Malta's largest law
firm, was involved in helping framing the 2010 legal framework for
Malta's aviation sector.
"The approach was to develop a much broader strategy to aviation,
which has taken us into training, maintenance and aircraft insurance

and banking operations," he says. "We're focusing on that, not just on
registrations."
Malta is also looking to extend the sectoral strategy that has boosted its
maritime and aviation industries into other areas.
In financial services, Malta's entry to the European Union in 2004
meant transferring from offshore to onshore legal and regulatory
frameworks.

What do Beyonce and Ibrahimovic have in
common about Malta?
Tuesday, 2 August 2016, 09:10Last update: about 4 months ago

Malta may not instantly register in the mind as an international aviation
hub. But singers Beyonce and Mariah Carey, actor Hugh Jackman and
wrestler The Rock beg to differ.
Writing on Bloomberg, contributor Andrew Cave said they are all users
of aircraft registered in Malta by VistaJet, the Swiss company that claims
to be Europe's biggest independent private jets operator.
Even Zlatan Ibrahimovic, the Swedish footballer who has styled himself
as the "God of Manchester" after signing for Manchester United, was
whisked for his medical with the Red Devils in one of Vista's Maltaregistered Bombardier aircraft. VistaJet is far from alone in Maltese
aviation. Some 28 companies and 220 aircraft are now on Malta's
aviation registry, set up six years ago following the success of the
country's maritime strategy.
Mr Cave said that Lufthansa operates one of its most efficient aircraft
engineering centres in Malta; Britain's royal family has hired Malta-based
jets and VVB Aviation, an airline part-owned by a company of Iron
Maiden lead singer Bruce Dickinson, is based there. VistaJet, which
registered its first jet in Malta in 2013, now has 55 planes worth a total of
£1.8BN registered in the nation.

It has also recently moved its head office to Malta, adding 50 staff to the
225 it already had in the country. Four years ago, it had only 80 workers
there.
VistaJet's move instantly made it Malta's biggest aviator and is seen as a
major vote of confidence in MaltaThomas Flohr, VistaJet's founder and
chief executive, says: "As a fast-growing company, we're looking at
decisiveness and speed of execution and that mirrors our relationship
with the Malta government.

DEMAND FOR BUSINESS TRAVEL REMAINS
STRONG DESPITE GLOBAL ECONOMIC
UNCERTAINTIES
VistaJet reports strong first half and record second quarter
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January to June 2016*:






Global flight traffic up 23%
Passenger numbers up 20%
Strong performance in America with flight traffic up 145% from first
half 2015
Triple digit growth in flights from Europe and the US to Asia
Company sells largest single package of hours in its history
April to June 2016:






Second quarter of 2016 the business' biggest ever
Average number of new annual contractual flight hours up to 120
hours per customer
Over 3,000 new annual hours sold including multiple 400+ annual
flight hour block deals
Fleet of over 65 aircraft now performs more than 100 flights per day

*Year-on-year
LONDON, Aug. 18, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- VistaJet, the global
leader in business aviation, today announced that despite global economic
uncertainty, it has delivered continued growth over the past six months, and
had its biggest ever quarter in the three months to June 2016. Global flight
traffic was up 23% in the first six months of the year, highlighting that
corporations, business leaders and entrepreneurs are actively pursuing
new opportunities to build and grow.

As VistaJet now regularly serves over 90% of the globe, its flight data
provides a unique insight into both business sentiment in emerging
markets, and that of businesses in the world's largest economies including
the US, UK and Asia.
Despite concern about the strength of the US economy and uncertainty
ahead of the Presidential elections in November, flights from the country
almost doubled in the first half of 2016. VistaJet's performance illustrates
the outward-looking nature of American industry, with flights to Europe and
Asia experiencing triple digit growth, and traffic to Central and South
America up three-fold. Domestic flights were up 187% compared to the
same period last year, demonstrating the underlying strength of the US
economy. The importance of America's West coast tech sector to its
economy is clear, with flights from the area making up 20% of all traffic in
the US.
While there has been much speculation about whether the recent Brexit
vote will have a negative impact both on the UK economy and the country's
relationships across the world, the UK's businesses and entrepreneurs
have already started pursuing opportunities outside the EU. In particular,
there were increasing signs that companies are seeking to enter new,
emerging markets and attract a greater range of customers to protect their
businesses from potential economic headwinds in the EU. Flights to China
from the UK more than quadrupled, and flights to India were up 50%. North
America is expected to continue to be a key market for UK businesses, and
that was shown in stark relief in the first 6 months of the year, with flights to
the US up 50% on popular routings into New York and the West Coast.
In the first half of the year, VistaJet sold its largest single package of hours
in its history, a clear sign that corporations are increasingly viewing access
to an entire fleet rather than ownership of one or two aircraft as a priority.
With many developed markets experiencing economic headwinds, more
and more businesses are taking a fiscally prudent approach to corporate
travel.
The average number of annual contractual flight hours also rose in the
second quarter to 120 hours per new customer. Clients increasingly
compare VistaJet's unique subscription model to ownership rather than the
charter market, acknowledging that the company can offer guaranteed

availability and a consistently higher quality of service than charter
operators, but without any of the asset risk that comes from actually owning
an aircraft.
The multinational composition of VistaJet's customer base and business
reaffirms the rationale behind its decision to move its global headquarters
to Malta. With the company now flying customers all over the globe, it is
more important than ever that it both has access to the EU, and is
headquartered in a central, strategic location.
Chairman and Founder Thomas Flohr said:
"Our continued growth in the first half of this year demonstrates both the
resilience of the VistaJet business model, and that our commitment to
delivering the best possible service for our customers, in a way that makes
sense in uncertain times, is clearly valued. It also shows that there is an
ongoing need for business aviation, that companies will always seek to
grow and pursue new opportunities and it's just a question of finding the
right, financially prudent solution to access these. That is something that
VistaJet is ideally positioned to provide.
"We are flying our customers to more places than ever before and had our
biggest ever quarter in the three months to June 2016. We are particularly
pleased to see the growth in flight traffic to India, Asia and the United
States. From the trends we are seeing in the market, we expect Asia and
India to play increasingly significant roles in global business going forward,
particularly destinations like Shanghai, Mumbai, and Singapore, which
have seen notable growth over the past 6 months.
"We remain as committed as ever to serving our customers, and are
confident that the passion and drive that helped us achieve our current
market-leading position will continue to fuel future growth. We are taking
nothing for granted, and have several exciting new initiatives scheduled for
the second half of 2016."
About VistaJet
Founded in 2004 by Thomas Flohr, VistaJet has established itself as the
global leader in premium long-range private jet travel by consistently
providing excellent service and unrivalled quality to its fast growing
clientele, connecting them to every corner of the world with point-to-point

coverage. VistaJet operates a young fleet - total fleet average age is under
two years - of over 65 Global* and Challenger* business aircraft and offers
the industry's largest service area, covering all major markets. The
Company's unique and successful business model provides all the benefits
of owning a personal jet without the responsibilities or asset risk of personal
ownership. News and information are available at www.vistajet.com.
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VistaJet invests another €100 million in
Malta’s aviation industry
Julian BonniciSunday, 2 October 2016, 10:00Last update: about 3 months ago

VistaJet has announced a further €100 million investment in Malta’s aviation
industry with the purchase of three new luxury jets, all of which arrived in
Malta on Friday.
The acquisition has seen the company’s fleet increase to a total of 70 private
aircraft, 60 of which are registered in Malta, while the rest are split between
locations in the United States and China.
This most recent investment adds to an impressive total of an approximate
€1.7 billion outlay in its Malta-registered assets. Two of the jets are Challenger
350s, which seats nine, sleeps three and has a seven-hour range. The third is a
Global 6000, which sleeps seven, has 14 seats and a 13.5-hour range. The
aircraft were manufactured in Toronto and Montreal and are state-of-the-art.
The luxury airliner’s target demographic includes private individuals, Heads
of State, corporate leaders, and entrepreneurs. It may sound
ridiculous considering the years of economic uncertainty which have plagued
numerous industries, but VistaJet is experiencing unprecedented success, with

VistaJet’s Chief Operating Officer Nick van der Meer saying the company has
seen a 20 per cent year-on-year growth in revenues.

The previously Austrian airline, which was originally headquartered in
Switzerland and which has since moved to Malta, obtained an Operating
Licence and an Air Operator Certificate from Transport Malta in May 2012.
Speaking to The Malta Independent on Sunday, Mr van der Meer (photo)
praised the pro-business attitude of both current and previous administrations,
which has allowed the company to achieve exponential growth.
Stressing that the business-friendly environment found in Malta has been a
primary cause for the company’s extremely successful yet simple business
model, which views efficiency as a vital cog in its ever-expanding machine.
Mr van der Meer singles out Transport Malta’s Civil Aviation Directorate for
particular praise, emphasising its pro-business stance as it allowed the
company to function to its highest capacity, while always placing safety first. In
fact, he stressed the idea that the three new jets were able to be listed in the
Maltese registry in a single morning, in comparison to the several weeks it
would take in other jurisdictions.

The company’s interest in Malta began with a meeting with former Minister
for Infrastructure, Communications and Transport Austin Gatt in 2011. Mr van
der Meer was full of praise for the way the former minister and his staff
conducted themselves, even though they had been on holiday at the time,
saying that he was “impressed by their approach to business”.
A year’s trial period in Malta with five aircraft, proved to the company that
Malta was the perfect place from which to catalyse further growth.
Mr van der Meer insists that VistaJets’ reason for moving its headquarters to
Malta was not for tax purposes. Instead, he cites the business-friendly
environment that both the current and former administrations have created.
The fact that the governments’ primary interest was to “create jobs” and the
country’s “progressive business attitude” resonated with him.
Mr van der Meer believes that the relationship between the company and the
government is mutually beneficial since it is able to provide a large amount of
business to other sectors within the Maltese economy, specifically hotels by
booking over 6,000 room nights per year for crew and staff training taking
place in Malta.

He also maintains that the company is able to promote Malta as a business hub
saying that, “Wherever we fly, we fly the Maltese flag, the destinations we fly
to are worldwide and we believe we are able to create a lot of interest in
Malta”.
Walking into VistaJets’ headquarters and operational base in Malta, one
immediately gets the impression that the company prides itself on providing
modern, state-of-the-art facilities. The luxury aircraft company has a growing
workforce with 245 employees in Malta and 805 worldwide.
It has a constant direct stream with its offices in London, Hong Kong, China and
the USA –allowing employees to have instant communication with the
company’s international workforce. This allows the company to schedule over
100 flights per day with a fleet of 70 aircraft. There is much focus on IT services
and programming in order to be at the forefront of technological innovation in
the industry.
VistaJet certainly revolutionised the industry. Prior to its formation, there were
three private aviation options: a client could choose a random charter aircraft,
purchase his own plane, or buy into fractional ownership.

VistaJet instead decided to provide a fourth option for the industry, by
introducing a subscription-based plane service that allows customers a
guaranteed availability block of hours per year.
The service is able to fly clients to every corner of the world with as little as 24
hours’ notice, and prides itself on its highly-efficient, high-quality worldwide
service. The jets and their interiors are impeccable and are only matched by
their on-board service.
The entire fleet shares the same features and details, which Mr van der Meer
believes provides a brand familiarity with the clients who, in turn, are able to
have their high expectations met on every flight.
Photos Jonathan Borg

Malta's VistaJet acquires three aircraft

VistaJet (Malta) Bombardier Challenger 350© Tis Meyer (PlanePics.org)
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European business aviation specialist VistaJet (Malta) (Malta) has
acquired three new aircraft, boosting its fleet to seventy business jets,
the Maltese Independent reports.
The carrier took delivery of two Challenger 350s and one Global
Express 6000 on September 30. VistaJet has sixty of its aircraft
registered on the island with the remaining ten split between the United
States and China. It operates some 100 flights per day.
VistaJet moved its corporate headquarters from Baar, Switzerland to
Malta earlier this year. Its Chief Operating Officer (COO) Nick van der
Meer, says the move was inspired by the country’s progressive business
attitude and not for tax purposes. It is currently the biggest aircraft
operator in the country.
About VistaJet (Malta)
Type

Business/Private

Government wants to attract companies in
lucrative aircraft leasing sector to Malta
Wednesday, 12 October 2016, 19:07Last update: about 3 months ago

The government wants to attract aircraft leasing companies to Malta, Tourism
Minister Edward Zammit Lewis told Parliament this evening, adding that the
lucrative sector could create a number of high quality jobs.
Dr Zammit Lewis kicked off the debate on the Aircraft Registry Amendment
Bill, saying that the government was also interested in the aircraft financing
sector.
The Tourism Minister said the 2010 law on the aviation sector was a
breakthrough but needed to be updated to keep up with an evolving sector.
ADVERTISEMENT

He mentioned that the Malta Tourism Authority is working on establishing a
National Aerospace Centre, which would provide training for the aviation
industry. The ministry is working on obtaining EU funds for the project.
Turning to the National Air Traffic Service, Dr Zammit Lewis said 2013 profits
had been doubled in 2015. He also spoke about the private jet sector, noting
that Vista Jet recently announced its intention to invest another €100 million in
Malta’s aviation sector.

VistaJet fleet reaches 70 aircraft
Global operator Vistajet has just
taken receipt of three new
aircraft, worth US$115m
according the manufacturer’s list
prices, which brings the total
number in its fleet to 70.
This makes VistaJet the largest
owned, super-mid to large cabin
business jet fleet in the industry.
It has more than doubled its
aircraft numbers in three years,
from 32 at the end of 2013 to 70
now, with each aircraft on average less than two years old.
The growing fleet has increased VistaJet’s ability to find new business.
Over the first half of the financial year VistaJet has found its global
traffic rising 23% on 2015, with passenger traffic up 20%. A major
incentive, thanks to the company’s global infrastructure, is to remain
competitive on price.
This year also saw VistaJet move its global headquarters to Malta in the
Mediterranean, centralizing its operations and creating a base that
manages thousands of flight hours per month.
Thomas Flohr, VistaJet chairman and founder, said, “Everything we do is
focused on delivering the industry-leading service and best value for our
customers – that means being able to fly our customers anywhere in the
world with as little as 24 hours’ notice, and making sure they have the
very best experience every time.
“With the three new aircraft we have added to our fleet, we have
cemented our position as the only company in the market with the
global infrastructure necessary to provide a truly worldwide service to
our customers, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
“Our customers can rest assured that VistaJet will continue to lead the
field, consistently delivering with every flight. At the same time, we
know that there is always more we can do. That is why we will continue
to invest in our customer experience and infrastructure, and continue to
work hard to make sure we are always staying ahead of the pack.”
October 26, 2016

VistaJet gets lift from corporate belttightening
By Alexander Cornwell | DUBAI

Out-of-favor corporate jet ownership is fuelling growing
demand for flights offered by business aircraft operator
VistaJet, the founder and chairman of the Malta-based firm
said.
"The purchase of a business jet is not necessarily seen
favorably by the boards or by the shareholders," Thomas
Flohr told Reuters during a visit to Dubai on Tuesday.
However, executives still want the flexibility to "travel to more
destinations in the shortest period of time," he added.
VistaJet will carry 50,000 passengers and operate 20,000
flights this year, which Flohr said represents growth of
between 20 and 25 percent. In the U.S. and the Middle East
and Asia regions growth is as high as 50 percent, he said.
And it expects to increase annual aircraft usage by 50 per
cent to 1,200 hours by 2019, more than three times today's
industry average, Flohr said.
This year, average business jet usage is around 340 hours,
according to according to New York-based aviation research
firm JetNet, while VistaJet, which operates a fleet of 72
Bombardier aircraft, is on track to reach 800 hours.

VistaJet, which launched in 2004 and originally registered in
Switzerland, charges customers on average between
$11,000 and $16,000 per flight hour.
It competes with NetJets, owned by Warren Buffett's
Berkshire Hathaway Inc, who pioneered the "fractional"
ownership model in the U.S. in the 1980s, where customers
buy a share of a plane in return for guaranteed access for a
fixed number of hours or days in a year.
Flohr, a former asset finance executive, said VistaJet is
making money, but declined to comment on revenue or
profit.
VistaJet's fleet is made up of Bombardier Global 5000s and
Challenger 350s, with ten of its jets based in the U.S. and
operated and managed by General Dynamics unit Jet
Aviation. A single jet in China is managed and operated by
Apex Air.
Two new planes will be added this year and a third in 2017,
fulfilling a firm order for 75 Bombardier jets, Flohr said,
adding that VistaJet is unlikely to need new aircraft until
2020.
(Editing by Alexander Smith)
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By Alexander Cornwell DUBAI (Reuters) - Out-of-favour corporate jet
ownership is fuelling growing demand for flights offered by business aircraft
operator VistaJet, the founder and chairman of the Malta-based firm said.
"The purchase of a business jet is not necessarily seen favourably by the
boards or by the shareholders," Thomas Flohr told Reuters during a visit to
Dubai on Tuesday.
Read More at Yahoo News
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By Alexander Cornwell
Reuters13 December 2016

A VistaJet aircraft is seen at the Asian Business Aviation Conference
and Exhibition (ABACE) at Hongqiao International Airport in Shanghai,
China, in this April 11, 2016 file photo. REUTERS/Aly Song/Files
More
By Alexander Cornwell
DUBAI (Reuters) - Out-of-favour corporate jet ownership is fuelling
growing demand for flights offered by business aircraft operator VistaJet,
the founder and chairman of the Malta-based firm said.

"The purchase of a business jet is not necessarily seen favourably by
the boards or by the shareholders," Thomas Flohr told Reuters during a
visit to Dubai on Tuesday.
However, executives still want the flexibility to "travel to more
destinations in the shortest period of time," he added.
VistaJet will carry 50,000 passengers and operate 20,000 flights this
year, which Flohr said represents growth of between 20 and 25 percent.
In the U.S. and the Middle East and Asia regions growth is as high as 50
percent, he said.
And it expects to increase annual aircraft usage by 50 per cent to 1,200
hours by 2019, more than three times today's industry average, Flohr
said.
This year, average business jet usage is around 340 hours, according to
according to New York-based aviation research firm JetNet, while
VistaJet, which operates a fleet of 72 Bombardier aircraft, is on track to
reach 800 hours.
VistaJet, which launched in 2004 and originally registered in Switzerland,
charges customers on average between $11,000 and $16,000 per flight
hour.
It competes with NetJets , owned by Warren Buffett's Berkshire
Hathaway Inc , who pioneered the "fractional" ownership model in the
U.S. in the 1980s, where customers buy a share of a plane in return for
guaranteed access for a fixed number of hours or days in a year.
Flohr, a former asset finance executive, said VistaJet is making money,
but declined to comment on revenue or profit.
VistaJet's fleet is made up of Bombardier Global 5000s and Challenger
350s, with ten of its jets based in the U.S. and operated and managed
by General Dynamics unit Jet Aviation. A single jet in China is managed
and operated by Apex Air.
Two new planes will be added this year and a third in 2017, fulfilling a
firm order for 75 Bombardier jets, Flohr said, adding that VistaJet is
unlikely to need new aircraft until 2020.
(Editing by Alexander Smith)

